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Preamble
In accordance with a resolution of Council on 21 June 2005 to include definitions of Council,
Councillors and Council officers in all Council policy documents, the following definitions are
provided:
Council – means Casey City Council, being a body corporate constituted as a municipal Council
under the Local Government Act 1989
Councillors – means the individuals holding the office of a member of Casey City Council
Council officers – means the Chief Executive Officer and staff of Council appointed by the Chief
Executive Officer.

Previous Revisions
24 August 2004
15 March 2005

Draft Strategy for Council consideration
Revised Strategy for Council adoption
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Purpose

State Government & M2030

State Urban Design Policy

The Strategy purpose is:

The State Government has prepared a plan for
Metropolitan Melbourne called: Melbourne 2030
(M2030). M2030 includes a goal: Melbourne: a
great place to be which sets the following policies for
Melbourne’s image:

State planning policy supports the achievement of
good design. This is set out in clause 19.03 of the
Casey Planning Scheme: Design and built form.
The objective is to achieve high quality urban design
and architecture that:

• Promote good urban design to make the
environment more liveable and attractive.

• Reflects the particular characteristics, aspirations
and cultural identity of the community.

• Recognise and protect cultural identity
neighbourhood character and sense of place.

• Enhances livability, diversity, amenity and safety
of the public realm.

• Improve community safety and encourage
neighbourhood design that makes people feel
safe.

• Promotes attractiveness of towns and cities within
broader strategic contexts.

• To provide leadership to achieve a better future
Casey image, collectively for and each
community. A better image is one that is more:
culturally sensitive, ecologically sensitive, makes
for a more liveable City and assists in achieving
economic prosperity.
• To outline the image vision that will shape our
future for:
⋅

the next five years, here and now;

⋅

the next 25 years, our children the next
generation; and,

⋅

the next 50 to 100 years, our future
generations.

• To outline Directions to achieve the vision
recognising Council’s limited resources, and so
address the catalytic actions to achieve
significant positive change.
• To provide a wholistic framework to facilitate the
delivery of the vision, including an outline of:
⋅

Casey-wide vision, values as well as
community based visions;

⋅

Image themes that drive the Strategy;

⋅

Strategy outcomes; and a,

⋅

Strategy actions.

• Protect heritage places and values.

Development should achieve architectural and urban
design outcomes that contribute:

• Promote excellent neighbourhood design to
create attractive, walkable and diverse
communities.

• Positively to local urban character and enhance
the public realm while minimising detrimental
impact on neighbouring properties.

• Improve the quality and distribution of local open
space and ensure long-term protection of public
open space.
• Rectify gaps in the network of metropolitan open
space by creating new parks and ensure major
open-space corridors are protected and
enhanced.
• Protect coastal and foreshore environments, and
improve public access and recreational facilities
around Port Phillip Bay and Western Port.

This Strategy is focused on achieving our preferred
future rather than being resigned to our ‘probable
future’. While we can not influence everything, we
have a choice to influence many things.

Relevant Melbourne 2030 urban design initiatives
are:
• Provide leadership in sustainable urban design
and integrated place management.
• Review and revise urban design guidelines for
incorporation in the planning system.

Strategy Evolution
The Strategy Directions will be regularly reviewed to
update priorities and projects and to retain currency
of the rolling Action Plans.
Strategy evolution is also expected to occur in the
following manner:
• Updates to the Casey C21 Strategy will be
reflected in the Casey vision.
• Updates to community plans, development plans,
policies and activity centre structure plans will be
reflected in changes to the community based
visions and priorities for the 10-Year Action Plan.
• Updates to other strategies of Council (such as
the Open Space Strategy) will also influence the
Strategy.
• Updates to Directions as these are completed.

• Develop and apply performance criteria and
standards for safety, surveillance, noise, amenity
and privacy for subdivision and new development
not covered by ResCode.
• Develop urban design projects with local
government and other partners to apply good
urban design principles.
• Integrate land-use planning, urban design and
transport planning, and prepare guidelines for
development and management of transport
corridors with particular attention to urban design
aspects.
• Review the rate of progress in putting powerlines
(11 kV and below) underground, giving priority to
visually sensitive areas.
• Provide assistance to local councils for projects to
improve landscape qualities, open space linkages
and environmental performance in green wedges,
conservation areas and non-urban areas.
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The key considerations are:
• context;
• site consolidation;
• the public realm;
• light and shade;
• landmark views and vistas;
• efficient use of energy and resources;
• pedestrian spaces;
• architectural quality;
• heritage; and,
• landscape architecture.
Each of these principles must be addressed for all
development proposals.

State Safety Design Policy
The State Government has released a policy to
encourage safety conscious design. The principles
of this Policy are critical considerations for any urban
and landscape design work and represent one of the
core values of this Strategy.
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Casey Council Plan

Casey C21 Strategy

The vision and purpose of the Council Plan are:
“Vision: A place where people can enjoy:
• a secure and quality lifestyle
• cultural and economic opportunities
• being part of a vibrant, active and diverse
community
• in an attractive and healthy environment.
Purpose: The City of Casey, through leadership
and community partnership, will promote:
• civic pride
• community development
• quality services
• managed growth with balanced development
• improved opportunities for business and jobs.”
Council’s corporate vision is focused on delivering
eight key directions:
• “Serving Casey
• Casey’s Communities
• Casey’s Natural Environment
• Planning Casey
• Building Casey
• Maintaining Casey
• Business and Employment for Casey
• Managing Casey’s Future”

“Perception is reality. How Casey is perceived influences
not only the well being of its residents but its opportunities
to generate investment, create jobs, attract C21 workers
and to provide goods and services.”
“Good design is an essential contributor to a place’s
perception. It follows that well designed community
landmarks and activity centres can foster community spirit
and interaction.”

The Casey C21 Strategy includes the theme “a
Casey identity” which reads:
A memorable Casey identity and image. Create
both an image that reflects Casey as a whole and
images that reflect Casey’s diverse communities and
places. The goals for this theme are:
1. A sense of place. Establish a strong sense of
city pride, which develops a ‘sense of place’.
2. A city of trees. Casey is a suburban
environment, in this context trees can have the
greatest positive impact in enhancing the image
of Casey.
3. Enhance our Cultural Heritage. Identify,
protect and promote cultural heritage.
4. Casey as a ‘city’. Develop an image of Casey
as a ‘city’, not just an extension of metropolitan
Melbourne, with the Fountain Gate / Narre
Warren CBD as its focus.
5. A ‘suburban’ character. Manage new
development to enhance Casey’s valued
suburban character.
6. Country feel-city living. Reinforce the
community’s valued perception of Casey having
a country feel-city living character.
7. Landscapes and views. Protect and enhance
Casey’s landscapes.
8. Attractive activity centres and industrial
areas. Enhance the identity, sense of place and
prosperity of Casey’s activity centres and
industrial areas.
9. Clutter free main roads. Ensure main roads
remain uncluttered by restricting third party
advertising.
Casey is unique in Melbourne, it is one of the few
municipalities where the community can be clearly
defined as a separate entity from metropolitan
Melbourne. This provides Casey with an opportunity
to develop its own identity, which will have both
prosperity and liveability benefits.
Another unique feature of Casey is its combination of
suburban and rural environments, yet it also has an
opportunity to establish a ‘Casey as a city’ identity.
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This opportunity will arise from Casey’s long term
growth to a city of over 300,000 people (Casey is
Australia’s 5th most populous municipality). The
primary focus for the Casey community will be the
Fountain Gate-Narre Warren CBD. A secondary,
strongly growing focus will be the Cranbourne Town
Centre.
At a micro level, creating a sense of place and
community is also an important social objective. The
form and shape of a city are key determinants in
developing a sense of place. Councils have a
significant influence in the form and shape of both
the public and private domain of a city.
As Casey evolves, it is recognised that the city’s
form will be that of generally a suburban residential
environment punctuated by dynamic ‘urban’ activity
centres.
It will also be critical to punctuate the suburban
areas with suburban breaks to provide the
community with elements that assist in delivering the
concept of a country feel-city living. This recognises
that in the long term all Casey residents will live only
approximately 3 kilometres from a true and
permanent ‘rural area’ (green wedge).
We must also create, safe, functional and interesting
places aligned with local and historical perspective.
Equally, we must recognise that each of us has a
different interpretation of ‘place’ and this
interpretation will be greatly influenced by our
gender, age, cultural background and life
experience.
Design guidelines to enhance our image should:
• provide opportunities for learning, especially in
public spaces, providing information about local
history, places, events and people;
• appeal to our senses and provide opportunities
for creativity, fun and excitement;
• ensure the setting is part of the design, while
acknowledging the relationship between public
and private space;
• celebrate, promote and educate the community
about the benefits of healthy natural systems and
places;
• lead the way, by pushing the boundaries of
design and creativity;
• make long term investments to create unique and
rich spaces;
• maximise activity looking onto public spaces;
• pay attention to design detail and aesthetics; and,
• respond to the need for maintenance and care.
A positive image is important if we are to attract and
retain people, business and investment in Casey and
if we are to improve our quality of life.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Established Character
New Development
Large activity centres
Large Parkland Spaces
Grid of Key Roads
Country Landscapes

Established character

New development

Large activity centres

Casey’s growth is grafted onto the original heritage
townships and villages that have grown outwards over
time. Casey’s older suburban communities therefore have
an established character based on a ‘township feel’, large
trees, large allotments, wide streets, generous setbacks
and a green backyardscape.

Casey will grow by a further 45,000 houses. This presents
an opportunity to build more than a third of the City from
scratch based on new sustainable models with positive
image outcomes. Substantial retail and industrial
development will meet catchment growth.

Casey’s population growth will be matched by the creation
of new, and expansion of existing, large activity centres.
This presents an opportunity to create attractive, high
amenity streets and people places. The key centres are
Narre Warren-Fountain Gate CBD, Cranbourne Town
Centre, Casey Technology Park, C21 Business Park,
Casey Central Town Centre, Berwick Village, Endeavour
Hills and Hampton Park.
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Large parkland spaces

Grid of key roads

Country landscapes

Casey has expansive areas of land designated for future
parkland development. Gradual, but committed
investment in land acquisition, park establishment and
embellishment is required. Waterways are a key feature of
Casey’s future linear parks, remodelling existing
channelled waterways will also be a key element of the
strategy to create a more natural setting. A green-blue mix
of waterway-parkland settings forms part of the future
image spine of Casey.

The C21 Strategy will create a network of key roads
including Freeways, Highways, main roads and key local
roads. The views from this network, including the
perimeter of industrial and business precincts creates the
overall impression or image of Casey. Consistent, simple
landscaping is a critical outcome and a works priority. The
fundamental landscape element is tall trees – with clear
views underneath.

Casey’s residents value the proximity to unspoilt
countryside (green wedges) that surround almost all of the
suburban area. These special green, largely undeveloped
open rural landscape qualities of the Casey Foothills, the
southern rural areas and the Western Port coastline form
an image strength to protect and build on.
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1. Lack of Large Canopy Trees
2. Weak Image of Key Roads
3. Weak Image of New Suburbs
4. Adhoc Key Activity Centres
5. Uncoordinated Street Trees
6. Uncoordinated Street Furniture
7. Policy for Towns and Villages
8. Insensitive Redevelopment
9. Unplanned Major Parks
10. Undeveloped Local Parks
11. Weak Image in Established Local Parks
12. Uncomfortable Local Streets
13. No Trail System
14. Base freeway image
15. Policy for Countryside
16. Solid Fences
17. Powerlines
18. Weak Backyardscape
19. Tilt-Slab Blank Walls
20. Uncordinated Activity Patterns
21. Weak Image of Community Places

Lack of large canopy trees

Weak image of key roads

Weak image of new suburbs

New suburban areas built since the mid 1980s are
characterised by a tendency for smaller and smaller
allotments, narrower streets with smaller trees, larger
dwellings and smaller setbacks. This has led to a dearth
of large tree planting across these new frontiers. This is of
high concern to the community and a priority action for this
Strategy to address. Unlike middle and inner Melbourne,
the large trees will not come as the years progress as
there is simply not the space to allow this evolution to
occur in these new neighbouhoods.

Despite the opportunities afforded by the grid of key roads,
for the most part these have low amenity due to a
combination of unlandscaped back fences, untidy open
drains, poorly designed and landscaped development,
narrow planting strips, powerlines, lack of paths, lack of
street furniture, inconsistent and weak planting and rural
standard (or farm) roads trying to cope with suburban
arterial traffic.

Despite the opportunities afforded by new suburban
growth, some areas are growing without a clear image
vision in mind. When the estates are completed, the area
has no image spine to tie it together leading to weak
outcomes at the conclusion of the development process.
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Adhoc key activity centres

Uncoordinated street trees

Uncoordinated street furniture

Some of Casey’s key activity centres typically have weak
images, lack a human scale and detailing, lack a sense of
place and actions to achieve a better future. They are a
mix of blank walls to streets, uncoridinated design themes,
uncordinated landscaping, adhoc building location and
poor pedestrian amenity throughout. Community spaces
on private and public land are typically underdeveloped.

Tree planting has the potential to help knit Casey’s
different built forms, characters and streets together to
create a sense of place either at a precinct, community or
Casey wide level. The opportunity for developing
consistent approaches has not been grasped in the past.

Assessment of Casey’s different activity centres, streets
and community places finds that there is non consistency
of treatment of street furniture, poles and other utility
structures and the like. Yet these items, if chosen carefully
and consistently can act to create a sense of place in the
City, while not being too obvious in themselves.

Policy for towns and villages

Insensitive redevelopment

Unplanned major parks

Casey’s towns and villages lack detailed policy protection
to retain and strengthen their character as they come
under pressure for development and redevelopment.

Casey’s older established residential areas are under
increasing pressures for redevelopment at higher
densities. There is a need for opportunities for
redevelopment to occur, but in a sensitive and appropriate
manner. Clear statements of existing and preferred
character within a strategic housing framework consistent
with M2030 and C21 is required. There is a need to
significantly improve standards in this area.

Most of Casey’s large parks are maintained, managed and
developed in the absence of a comprehensive masterplan
linked to a management plan and user groups. There is a
need to prepare sustainable masterplans for all key parks
and to develop to the plans in a structured and coordinated
way. Parks are a valuable asset that need to be
maximized for the greatest community benefit.
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Undeveloped local parks

Weak image in existing local parks

Uncomfortable local streets

Some of Casey’s local parks, even some at more than one
hectare in size have little improvements made to them.
Some lack paths, tree structure, furniture and activity
opportunities altogether. Casey has some 500 small
parks, a prioritised plan for their development and
management is required that is linked to capital works.

Many parks that have been developed lack a sense of
place, shade, convenient trails, furniture and activity
opportunity. There is a need to progressively refresh and
rejuvenate established parkland.

Many local streets are quite narrow, lack large trees and
lack footpaths. When coupled with a ‘garagescape’ due to
lack of detailed consideration at the subdivision stage and
sited small lots, this creates a sense of uncomfortableness
in the street.

Base freeway image

Policy for countryside

Casey’s Freeways typically present a base level image for
users. Freeways are an opportunity to provide appropriate
public art, icons and landscaping that reflect the Casey
community and the image of Casey that we are seeking to
articulate.

The Casey Foothills, Farm and Coast have an established
policy framework. However greater clarity to policy and
policy typology is required to provide the level of certainty
and protection that is required to protect this beautiful part
of the City from inappropriate development.

No trail system
Casey has extensive linear open space, parks, easements
and roadways that provide opportunity for a trail based
system. There is a need to develop a strategic focus to
achieving significant linked trails to connect the city as a
key leisure opportunity.
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Solid fencing

Powerlines

Weak backyardscape

Many areas across the city, both established and new
have substantial areas of solid fencing to public streets
and spaces. This is quite inappropriate from a community
safety point of view. These is a need to soften the fencing
with appropriate landscaping and remove the ability to
repeat the treatments in new development.

Large parts of the city have overhead power and other
cabling. These cables reduce the visual amenity of these
places and are a road safety problem. There is a need to
progressively remove overhead lines and ensure no new
lines are placed aboveground.

There is concern about higher density housing that shows
little respect for the backyardscape enjoyed by residents in
the established areas of the City. Some intensive
developments simply borrow their amenity from the
surrounding green backyardscape of their neighbour but
contribute nothing to the wider landscape character in
return.

Tilt-slab blank walls

Uncoordinated activity patterns

Many contemporary commercial buildings are poorly
designed and articulated with the outcome being
presentation of a blank wall (sometimes a substantial one)
to a public space. In most cases a better solution could
have been achieved that still meets functional and
economic commercial design expectations.

There is little in the way of precinct creation. Landuse and
design integration proposals in many of Casey’s newer
commercial areas. Buildings do not relate to each other.
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Weak image of community places
Casey’s community places have different degrees of
amenity and attention to detail. There is a need to
prioritise improvements for architecture, urban design and
landscape design.
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Vision
To develop a strong image of Casey as a ‘city in its own
right’ in Melbourne’s South East as well as unique and
diverse images for each of its component communities as
suburbs, towns and villages. These two images, one
wholistic and one community based, are intertwined and
strengthen and support each other.
The Strategy recommends both landmark image projects
which, if achieved at the city level, will strengthen an
image of Casey as a City and local community based
images that create a sense of place in parts of the city.
Perception is reality. How Casey is perceived at a city
level influences opportunities to generate investment,
create jobs, attract talented workers and therefore provide
the diverse goods, services and facilities Casey residents
desire. In this way, perception strongly influences the well
being of Casey’s people. In a much more tangible way,
localised image improvement projects can make a big
difference to the sense of place and pride that people have
about their locality which can influence community self
esteem and confidence.
Image and Prosperity. A positive image is a prerequisite
for prosperity. From a commercial point of view, ‘positive
image’ is an essential criterion to attract businesses to a
region.
Image and Liveability. Positive image is a prerequisite
for liveabity. A positive perception will enhance the
community’s sense of place and quality of life.
Image and Ecology. Meshing of natural qualities into the
design of our suburbs, towns and villages positively
influences Casey’s image.
Image and Culture. Making places reflect the cultural
values of a community positively influences the image and
sense of place and ownership.
Image and Sustainability. Following from these aspects,
positive image is a prerequisite of sustainability. Creating
a positive physical image of Casey is critical if we are to
strengthen Casey’s sustainability.
The vision is expressed in this document as follows:
•
•

•
•

A vision diagram and images of Casey as a City.
42 Landmark City Image Projects. These are project
packages that will fundamentally direct Casey’s future
development towards a future City, which is more self
reliant, prosperous, and a great place to live.
A set of 4 core values.
9 themes, each which include 51 outcomes and a
number of Directions.

Image Values
The image values of sustainable design, safe design,
community ownership and practical design penetrate all
outcomes across the City and so are not repeated through
the document.
Sustainable design encompasses: ecology, cultural
relevance, accessibility, up-front and maintenance cost,
innovation as well as the other values listed.

Sustainable Design

Safe Design
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Community Ownership

Practical Design
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Strategy

‘Casey as a City’

So long as our horizons reflect the concept of Casey as a
suburb of Melbourne our attention will be focused toward
Melbourne and others providing for our future. However, once
our horizons are lifted to ‘Casey as a City’, we, as a
community, will seek to guide our own destiny and strive to
deliver ourselves the types of outcomes enjoyed by others who
also control their own destiny.
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Landmark Image Projects:
A memorable Casey ‘city’
identity and image
Achievement of these City Image Projects will move
the perception of Casey as a series of suburbs, towns
and villages to reflect the concept of “Casey as a City”.
These projects are central to achievement of the
Casey as a City vision.
Nine catalytic City Image Projects are bolded, these
will be given attention and focus. If this package of
projects can be advanced significantly over the next 10
years, they will have a catalytic impact on the
perception of City qualities.
The Catalytic Image Projects form a package of action.
These projects cut through the very centre of Casey
and link it. Casey Boulevard becomes the central
image spine of the City. This is where the initial focus
of attention will deliver the greatest catalytic benefits.
Attention to the 9 Catalytic Image Projects will include
actions to:
•
Develop city scale and quality public art that
represents the best such approaches in any
Australian City.
•
Develop city scale and quality icons that capitalise
on topography and create views, structure,
gateways a sense of arrival and experience.
•
Completely re-landscape these spaces to the
highest levels of quality in an Australian Context.
•
Develop clear design controls over private
development to ensure new development adds to
this city scale quality image.
•
Remove overhead powerlines and services
throughout these areas and co-ordinate street
furniture.
•
Provide feature lighting for a nighttime experience.
•
Boost attention to maintenance, safety and
accessibility of public space at a detailed level.
•
Achieve development contributions towards these
projects, including:
⋅
Special Rates Schemes as part of
Streetscape Projects.
⋅
The Casey Development Contribution Plan.
⋅
Design controls over quality of building and
spaces for private works on private land.
Achievement of the above will have spin-offs in terms
of encouraging further business investment in Casey,
and assist in the achievement of the C21 Outcomes
articulated in the Casey C21 Strategy.

City Image Projects
1. Berwick Village

2. Casey Boulevard
3. C21 Business Park
4. Cardinia Creek Parklands

5. Casey Central Town Centre
6. Casey Coastal Reserve
7. Casey Fields
8. Casey Foothills

9. Casey Street Furniture
10. Casey Technology Park
11. Casey Trails

12. Casey Valley Parklands
13. Clyde Road
14. Cranbourne Powerline Parklands
15. Cranbourne Racing Precinct
16. Cranbourne Regional Parkland
17. Cranbourne South Mixed Activity Belt

18. Cranbourne Town Centre
19. Dandenong Creek Parklands
20. Endeavour Hills Bushland Reserves
21. Endeavour Hills Town Centre
22. Eumemmerring Creek Parklands
23. Glasscocks Road
24. Hallam North/South/Evans Road
25. Hampton Park Town Centre
26. Hampton Park Hill Parklands
27. Heatherton Road
28. Kurll Park
29. Monash Freeway
30. Myuna Farm

31. Fountain Gate-Narre Warren CBD
32. Old Cheese Factory Arts Precinct

33. Princes Highway
34. River Gum Creek
35. Royal Botanic Gardens Cranbourne
36. Sladen Street/Cranb’ne-Frankston Road

37. South Gippsland Highway
38. Thompsons Road
39. Tooradin Foreshore
40. Troups Creek Parklands
41. Western Port Highway
42. Wilson Botanic Park

Continuous attention and improvement to the other
City Image Projects completes the Image Vision to
create a special, complex ‘City’ image.
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Landmark Image Projects:
Eight Big Centres of
‘Urban Life’
Casey’s Big 8 ‘Urban Centres’
In terms of urban life, a focus of energy and projects
will be directed towards Casey’s Big 8:
•
Berwick Village.
•
C21 Business Park.
•
Casey Central Town Centre.
•
Casey Technology Park.
•
Cranbourne Town Centre.
•
Endeavour Hills Town Centre.
•
Hampton Park Town Centre.
•
Fountain Gate-Narre Warren CBD.
These centres will be the focus for structure planning
and public space upgrades.

Casey Technology Park

Casey Central Town Centre

Hampton Park Town Centre

Fountain Gate-Narre Warren CBD

Berwick Village
C21 Business Park
Endeavour Hills Town Centre
Cranbourne Town Centre
Casey Image
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Theme Summary
Country Landscapes
Country landscapes surround Casey and penetrate
the suburbs through Casey’s Green Wedges.
Protection and reinforcement of Casey’s open, rural
landscape character is fundamental to our image.
Open views of largely undeveloped land and views
from Highways and public roads will be protected.

Outcomes
•
•
•
•
•

Casey green belt. Maintain the Casey Foothills,
Casey Farm and Casey Coast free from further
suburban and rural residential development.
Casey Foothills. A beautiful landscape where the
environment comes first.
Casey Farm. A dynamic image mosaic of
production, rural living, mixed activity & conservation.
Casey Coast. A place where regeneration of the
original ecology is the driver of all image works,
programs and policies.
Complimentary design and landscaping.
Permitted new development is to have a character that
evolves from Casey’s country landscapes and not one
that uses inappropriate suburban typologies or forms
insensitive to the landscape and design setting.

Garden Suburbs

Towns and Villages
Casey has special towns and villages with a truly
unique lifestyle and character that is cherished by
their
residents.
Strong
protection
and
strengthening of their character is part of the vision.
•

Hidden Harkaway village. Protect and

•

Green Narre Warren North. Diverse living

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

trees as the dominant suburban landscape element.
Detached housing. Single, separate, detached
housing typifies the Casey Garden Suburb Model.
Suburban settings. Comfortable, fence free green
setbacks to strengthen the detached typology.
Streetscapes, not ‘garagescapes’. Stop poor
subdivision that creates a ‘garagescape'.

Warneet, Cannons Creek and Blind Bight,
natural coastal villages. Special places where a
unique green rural coastal small village lifestyle can be
enjoyed. Protect the identity, character and sense of
place of the coastal villages.
Pearcedale, vibrant township. Allow further
development and redevelopment within a strong
township character framework.

•

demonstrate leading practice design, e.g. community
responsive architecture, busy pedestrian streets, safety,
civic pride, quality materials, articulation, finishes and
landscaping, public art and mixed use activity.
Grid of vibrant, all weather streets. Focus
activity to vibrant weather protected streets and places
for community life that are lit and safe: day/night.
Walkable centres. Pedestrian safety, permeability,
legibility and scale are the basis for all designs.
Dense, tight ‘urban forms’. Human scale built
form, façade articulation, zero setback ‘urban’ edges,
prominent street address with signature buildings.
Integrated signs. Provide height and scale
incentives to encourage integrated signs that are art in
themselves. Heavily restrict third-party advertising.
Quality streetscapes. Continuous improvements
to the streetscape amenity of private and public land.
Age based design. Design for age based spaces,
e.g. youth space, as well as all age/ability standards.
Complex centres. Add layers of complexity to
centres by increasing ranges of community/business
goods, services and facilities.
Concealed parking and servicing. At-grade
parking to be heavily landscaped and screen servicing.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality Public Space

Outcomes
•

•

•

•
•

Lively boulevards. Turn key roads into
boulevards using large trees, remove powerlines,
provide shared paths, lighting, bus shelters, street
furniture and active frontages to assist image, use and
safety. Manage advertising to maintain clutter free
boulevards.
Large street trees. New suburbs with streets
designed to allow planting of large street trees that form
a touching canopy on all streets. Retrofit established
areas with large street trees wherever possible.
Trees in private lots. Establish suitable tree
creation envelopes in all new subdivisions and
development sites (residential, industrial and
commercial).
Consistent street tree themes. Implement
priority community based street tree plans.
Rationalise inappropriate plantings.
Remove trees and shrubs that are ad-hoc or contribute
to a perception of an unsafe place.

Outcomes
•

•

•

Outcomes
•

Functional roads and paths. Suitable street
design to allow for large truck turning and pedestrian
pathways for people to move around on foot.

•

Simple and attractive landscaping and
building forms. Trees, low maintenance ground
covers and mounding to the front setback areas.
Simple, building forms with quality materials and
finishes to the street.

•

•
•
•

•
•

Cascading maintenance standards.
Differential maintenance regimes for Casey’s public
space and main roads that reflect use and profile.
Place ownership. Design that facilitates truly
socially inclusive use, partnership and outcomes.

Vision

Progressive streetscape improvements.
Work with landowners to progressively improve the
amenity of industry parks.

Open, Multiuse Parkland

Quality spaces. Boost key public spaces both for
Casey and for its communities, priority to activity
centres, boulevards, parkland and community places.
Safe, accessible places. Public space that is
safe, accessible and attractive to the user.
Busy meeting places. Develop busy meeting
places and a focus for community life that reflect the
character of local communities.
Public art to be proud of. Public art in high
activity locations in activity centres, learning places,
community places and other busy locations.

defined and provided with policy protection for land in
private ownership. Viewing opportunities throughout
the wedges will be maximised to strengthen the sense
of breaks between Casey’s suburban communities.
Complimentary design and landscaping.
Ensure development in proximity to the Green Wedges
respects the image of the breaks and contributes to
their success through sensitive design.
Parkland to strengthen breaks. Where
appropriate, land in the suburban breaks will be
acquired for parkland over the long term. This will
provide opportunity for substantial linear parkland in the
City consistent with the Open Space Strategy.

Clean, green, simple, functional high amenity
industry parks.

Outcomes
•

Green Wedges. The Casey Green Wedges will be

Functional Industry Parks

Significantly improve the urban and landscape
design of Casey’s public spaces to develop a
strong sense of place and civic pride.

Casey Image
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Punctuating the very centre of the Casey suburban
area are the Casey Green Wedges. These spaces
will have long term planning protection or turned
over into public land, extensively landscaped and
form a key part of Casey’s garden image.

Leading practice design. Development is to

•

Large, tall, clean trunked trees, with a high crown to
allow surveillance, low ground covers underneath
with limited shrubs is the Casey landscape theme.

Redevelopment to contribute to amenity.
Redevelopment in an established residential area must
make a genuine contribution to the amenity of the
location by providing space for large tree planting.
Gardens in important places. Establish
manicured town parks and streetscapes in all activity
centres and key community places across the City.
Neighbourhood design. Suburban design based
on pedestrian permeability towards local: linear parks,
shops, services, community places and landmarks.
Diverse housing options. Provide for the full
range of housing and lifestyle opportunities in the City.
Suburban townships. Protected original
settlement character based on a suburban towns and
village model.

experiences from rural residential, lifestyle to township.
An Oak tree and township garden landscape theme.
Clyde village. Retain Clyde’s country village
character and setting which is unique proximate to
suburban Melbourne.
Rustic Devon Meadows. Keep the mix of
lifestyle opportunities and activities in Devon Meadows
and the contribution this eclectic mix has to the unique
character of the place.
Tooradin village. Retain the natural ‘village’ quality
that is passionately held within the hearts and minds of
the local community.

Outcomes

Treed City

Outcomes

Trees in every direction. Encourage and deliver

Design for 8 big centres for urban life and other
shopping streets to achieve integrated activity and
buildings focused on public streets and spaces with
a human scale and a sense of place and identity.

strengthen the hidden, bushland qualities of Harkaway.

•

Suburban Breaks

Shopping Streets

Outcomes

Most of Casey’s people live in suburban settings.
Suburbia forms people’s sense of place and we
feel threatened by poorly designed new
subdivisions that have a sense of wall to wall
housing and from insensitive redevelopment in
established settings.
•

People Focused

•
•
•
•
•

Parkland where an open green treed character
dominates even active reserves. Active parks to be
multiuse, flexibile and evolving.
Multi-use design of active parkland. Design
of active spaces to maximise opportunity for flexible
multi-use activities throughout the year.
Waterway parklands. Embrace opportunities for
extensive new waterway parklands across the City –
consitent with the Casey Green-Blue parkland concept.
Shared infrastructure. Masterplanning to
maximise sharing of buildings and associated
infrastructure such as car parking.
Variety of passive opportunities. Design to
create a consistent treed theme with variety of
experiences and spaces for people and events.
Hierarchy of playspaces and playgrounds.
Safe, natural design playspaces and playgrounds linked
to shade, pathways and other activity areas.

Casey Image
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Casey as a ‘City’:
Directions
Casey as a ‘City’
Country Landscapes
Garden Suburbs
Towns and Villages
Treed City
Suburban Breaks
Open, Multiuse Parkland
People Focused Shop’ Streets
Functional Industry Parks
Quality Public Spaces

Vision: Casey as a ‘City’
A strong image of Casey as a ‘city in its own right’ in
Melbourne’s South East as well as unique and diverse
images for each of its component communities as
suburbs, towns and villages. These two images, one
wholistic and one community based, are intertwined
and strengthen and support each other.

Casey Wide Image Directions
Policy and Strategy
1.

Action Update. Update and review the rolling Action
Plan and link to Departmental Activity and Business
Plans.

2.

Strategy Update. Regularly update the Strategy to
take account of new and revised Community Plans,
Activity Centre Structure Plans and Development Plans.

3.

Community Plans. New community plans are to
provide community based image visions, outcomes,
projects and actions.

4.

Activity Centre Structure Plans. New structure plans
are to provide image visions, outcomes, projects and
actions.

Themes
Country landscapes. Casey Green Belt, Casey
Foothills, Farm and Coast, complimentary design and
landscaping.
Garden suburbs. Trees in every direction, detached
housing, streetscapes, not garagescapes, suburban
settings, redevelopment to contribute to amenity, gardens in
important places, neighbourhood design, diverse housing
options, suburban townships
Towns and villages. Hidden Harkaway village, green
Narre Warren North, Clyde village, rustic Devon Meadows,
Tooradin village, Warneet, Cannons Creek and Blind Bight –
natural coastal villages, Pearcedale – vibrant township.
Treed city. Lively boulevards, large street trees, trees in
private lots, consistent street tree themes, rationalise
inappropriate plantings
People focused shopping streets. Leading
practice design, grid of vibrant, all weather streets, walkable
centres, dense, tight urban forms, integrated signs, quality
streetscapes, age based design, complex centres,
concealed parking and servicing
Quality public space. Quality spaces, safe,
accessible places, busy meeting places, public art to be
proud of, cascading maintenance standards, place
ownership
Suburban breaks. Green Wedges, complimentary
design and landscaping, parkland to strengthen breaks
Functional industry parks. Functional roads and
paths, simple and attractive landscaping and building forms,
progressive streetscape improvements.
Open, multiuse parkland. Multi-use design of active
parkland, shared infrastructure, variety of passive
opportunities, hierarchy of playspaces and playgrounds

5.

Development Plans. Prepare development plans that
reflect the detailed directions of this Strategy for existing
and new commercial and industrial areas outside of
activity centres.

6.

Neighbourhood Character Policy. Develop a Casey
Neighbourhood Character Policy to achieve the Casey
garden suburb, towns and villages themes.

7.

Urban Design Policy. Develop a Casey Urban Design
Policy that builds on State Government policy to
implement the directions of this Strategy to guide
private works on private and public land.

8.

Landscape Policy. Develop a Casey Landscape
Policy to guide landscaping of public and private land.

9.

Urban and Landscape Design Guidelines. Develop
place specific design guidelines to provide clear
direction for development and redevelopment of key
places. Integrate these with relevant structure plans or
community plans as they are prepared and
implemented.

10. Landscape Technical Manual. Adopt detailed
technical notes to guide and streamline the approval of
private landscape works on Council land, including
parks and streets.
11. Advertising Sign Policy. Adopt a revised advertising
signs policy that implements the vision for integrated
signs, developer incentives and clutter free main/key
roads.

Legislation (statutory control)
12. Planning Scheme Controls. Link the policies and
strategies set out above to the Casey Planning Scheme
as the documents are developed. Ensure the Planning
Scheme provide clear direction and implementation
controls to provide certainty for developers/community.

Information and publicity (advocacy)
13. Developer forums. Present discuss and debate the
benefits of leading practice design research to the
Casey Development Forums.

Casey Image
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Public Works
14. Annual Project Update. Annually update Council’s
Capital Works Program to link to the Action Plans. Give
strategic priority to projects set out in community plans,
structure plans and identified as landmark image
projects in this Strategy.

Financial
15. Special Rate Schemes. Prepare special rate schemes
to fund image improvements for activity centres,
commercial and industrial areas.
16. Development Contributions. Use development
contribution plans in all parts of the city to fund image
projects.

Governance
17. Department Focus. Retain a department of Council
charged with planning and design for a positive image
of the City. The Department is to include integrated
urban and landscape design teams whose primary
concern is the design and image of Casey.
18. Departmental Integration. Integrate the actions
with Council’s existing delivery tools including the
Corporate Plan, the Annual Budget, the Five Year
Capital Works Plan and the Activity Plans of each
Department.

Asset and Property Management
19. Property Conditions. Prepare urban and landscape
design parameters for key Council land as conditions
for land disposal and leasing.

Community Development
20. Community engagement. Use the community
planning process to work with community based people
and groups to implement grass roots projects directed
toward positive image outcomes.

Research
21. Leading practice research. Ensure Councillors and
staff stay abreast of leading practice design approaches
through a program of design research and networks.

Casey Image
Strategy

Country Landscapes
Casey Green Belt
Casey Foothills
Casey Farm
Casey Coast
Complimentary design and landscaping

Vision

Country Landscapes Image
Directions

Country landscapes surround Casey’ and penetrate
the suburbs through Casey’s Green Wedges.
Protection and reinforcement of Casey’s open, rural
landscape character is fundamental to Casey’s image.
Open views of largely undeveloped land, views from
Highways and public roads will all be protected.
Design of new development to evolve from landscape
rather than be imposed upon it.

Policy and Strategy
22. Community Plans. Prepare wholistic community plans
for the Casey Foothills, Casey Farm and Casey Coast
to detail image visions, outcomes, projects and actions
for the country landscapes in these areas.

Outcomes
Casey Green Belt. Maintain the Casey Foothills,
Casey Farm and Casey Coast free from further suburban
and rural residential development.
Casey Foothills. A beautiful landscape where the
environment comes first.
Casey Farm. A dynamic image mosaic of production,
rural living, mixed activity & conservation.
Casey Coast. A place where regeneration of the original
ecology is the driver of all image works, programs and
policies.
Complimentary design and landscaping.
Permitted new development is to have a character that
evolves from Casey’s country landscapes and not one that
uses inappropriate suburban typologies or forms insensitive
to the landscape and design setting.

23. Coastal Conservation Reserve. Work to implement
the Casey Coast Conservation Reserve project set out
in C21 and the Tooradin Community Plan. This project
will assist to reinforce the natural coastal landscape
qualities in people’s hearts and minds for generations to
come.
24. Urban and Landscape Design Policy. Include urban
and landscape design policy in new community plans to
achieve country landscapes.
25. Urban and Landscape Design Guidelines. Develop
design guidelines to provide clear direction for
development within Casey’s country landscape areas.
The guidelines are to protect Casey’s Green Wedges
from inappropriate development, including protection of
the development in roadside view corridors.

Legislation (statutory control)
26. Planning Scheme Controls. Link the policies and
strategies set out above to the Casey Planning Scheme
as the documents are developed. Ensure the Planning
Scheme provides clear direction and implementation
controls to provide certainty for developers/community.

Information and publicity (advocacy)
27. Country landscape advocacy. Actively Promote
Casey’s approach to protect and manage our Country
Landscapes as opportunities arise.

Public Works
28. Roadworks design. Ensure design for new roadworks
includes landscaping that achieves a country image
(see Casey Arterial Roads Trees Strategy), includes
multi-use trails and maintains open grass swale drains
rather than suburban standard underground piping
where practical.
29. Key Road Landscape Works. Implement the Arterial
Roads Trees Strategy landscape works in country
landscape areas as priorities in this Strategy.

Governance
30. Integrated Design. Develop processes and protocols
to ensure new road projects achieve country image
design outcomes.

Casey Image
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Community Development
31. Community engagement. Use the community
planning process to work with community based people
and groups to implement grass roots projects directed
toward positive landscape outcomes.
32. Property management partnership. Work with
property owners within Country Landscapes to develop
and implement property management plans that
achieve improved environmental and landscape
outcomes. Develop means and methods to achieve this
objective.
33. Land management seminars. Develop newsletters
and seminars for property owners in Country
Landscape areas to pass on land management
information from experienced landowners to new and
less experienced landowners. It is recognised that
people from suburban backgrounds who live in the
areas typically lack skills to carry out these tasks.
34. Productive capacity. Support programs aimed at
assisting the economic viability of Casey’s farming
businesses as part of Casey’s image.

Research
35. Leading practice research. Research leading practice
approaches to rural landscape protection design
guidelines, rural road landscape design and property
landscape/environmental management.

Casey Image
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Garden Suburbs
Trees in every direction
Detached housing
Streetscapes, not ‘garagescapes’
Suburban settings
Redevelopment to contribute to amenity
Gardens in important places
Neighbourhood design
Diverse housing options
Suburban townships and villages

•

Vision
Most of Casey’s people live in suburban settings.
Suburbia forms people’s sense of place and feel
threatened by poorly designed new subdivisions that
have a sense of wall to wall housing and from
insensitive redevelopment in established settings.

•

Outcomes
Trees in every direction. Encourage and deliver

•

trees as the dominant suburban landscape element.
Detached housing. Single, separate, detached
housing typifies the Casey Garden Suburb Model.
Streetscapes, not ‘garagescapes’. Clear policy
and process is needed to stop subdivision that allows a
street of garages to dominate the street.
Suburban settings. Comfortable, green setbacks from
boundaries to strengthen the detached typology for all
development (outside of main street ‘urban’ settings).

Integrated housing to boost density.
Strategically locate integrated housing areas on
high amenity and well serviced new land to
increase overall density. Develop guidelines for
leading practice outcomes.
Landscape visions. New/revised Development
Plans are to include detailed landscape outcomes
and visions to guide subdivision applications and
subsequent landscape approvals.
Detached housing and suburban settings.
Develop requirements for suburban development
over the following 3 ranges and apply the model for
new suburban areas. New developments to
provide a Neighbourhood Character Siting and
Design Commitment (NCSDC) to address
outcomes:
⋅

Redevelopment to contribute to amenity.
Redevelopment in an established residential area must
make a genuine contribution to the amenity of the location
by providing space for large tree planting.
Gardens in important places. Establish manicured
town parks and streetscapes in all activity centres and key
community places across the City.
Neighbourhood design. Suburban design based on
pedestrian permeability towards local: linear parks, shops,
services, community places and landmarks. Large trees in
public land are to form the image backbone.
Diverse housing options. Provide for the full range
of housing and lifestyle opportunities in the City.
Suburban townships. The preferred future character
and image of Casey’s original settlements is based on a
suburban township/village model.

⋅

⋅

•

Garden Suburbs Image Directions

•

Policy and Strategy
36. Community Plans. Prepare wholistic community plans
for Casey’s suburbs to detail image visions, outcomes,
projects and actions for garden suburbs in these areas,
including identification of priority landscape projects.

•

New Garden Suburban Areas (greenfield areas):

•

Neighbourhood design. Build on M2030 for good
neighbourhood design to develop a Casey model of
sustainable suburban neighbourhood design and
apply the model for new suburbs.
Diverse housing options. Build on State policy
for diverse housing options to develop
requirements for housing diversity and apply the
model for all new suburban areas.

451 to 650 square metres. Integrated plan of
development required for Council approval for
integrated subdivision, building and tree
creation envelopes to achieve positive
outcomes.
651 square metres and greater.
Conventional subdivision permit process that
meet more detailed development planning
guidelines.

Tree Creation Requirements. Develop
requirements (refer Casey Landscape Policy) that
ensure large trees are established on private land,
streets and parks through the suburban
development process and apply the model to all
new/revised Development Plans.
Street Design. Review the Casey Street
Standards to achieve appropriate widths for large
tree planting in streets. Prepare details of
appropriate trees to be planted in these streets.

Established Garden Suburban Areas:

37. Casey Garden Suburban Character Model:
•

0 to 450 square metres. Comprehensive
approval required at the subdivision stage for
integrated subdivision, building and landscape
for precincts not isolated developments.

•

Treed amenity contribution. Develop a model
that ensures large trees are established on private
land through the suburban redevelopment process
and apply the model to all established suburban
areas (refer Casey Neighbourhood Character
Policy and Casey Landscape Policy).
Detached housing and suburban settings.
Develop guidelines for suburban redevelopment
that retain a detached character within a
comfortable suburban setting and apply the model
for all new suburban areas.

38. Develop statements of existing and preferred future
character of established suburbs.
Statements of existing character to be developed as
an immediate priority for suburban township areas:
•

Berwick and Cranbourne townships.
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•

Doveton/Eumemmerring.

Preferred future character statements for all areas as
part of the Casey Neighbourhood Character Policy to be
developed as part of a strategic process linked to a
Casey Housing Strategy that addresses Melbourne
2030 and the Casey C21 Strategy directions.
39. Review of neighbourhood character statements.
Use the wholistic community planning process to review
neighbourhood character statements and standards
over time.

Legislation (statutory control)
40. Planning Scheme Controls. Link the policies and
strategies set out above to the Casey Planning Scheme
as the documents are developed. Ensure the Planning
Scheme provides clear direction and implementation
controls to provide strong certainty for
developers/community.

Information and publicity (advocacy)
41. Garden suburb advocacy. Actively promote Casey’s
approach to strengthen and reinforce Garden Suburbs
as opportunities arise.

Public Works
42. Landscape Works. For landscape works, refer to the
Theme Treed City.
43. Activity centre and community place gardens.
Develop high amenity, manicured public gardens in
activity centres and key community places across the
City.

Governance
44. Integrated Design. Develop processes and protocols
to ensure new Council projects achieve garden suburb
image design outcomes.

Community Development
45. Community engagement. Use the community
planning process to work with community based people
and groups to implement grass roots projects directed
toward garden suburb outcomes.
46. Casey Gardens Project. Work with people throughout
Casey to implement the Casey Gardens Project.

Research
47. Leading practice research. Research leading practice
approaches to suburban landscape protection design
guidelines, rural road landscape design and property
landscape/environmental management.

Casey Image
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Casey Garden Suburb Model
The diagram illustrates Casey’s vision and response to
these pressures in the form of the Casey Garden Suburb
Model. The model is an integrated one that draws together
the various elements articulated throughout this document:
•
Large street trees. New suburbs with streets designed
to allow planting of large street trees that form a
touching canopy on all streets. Retrofit established
areas with large street trees wherever possible.
Remove powerlines from established areas and ensure
new development removes powerlines.
•
Trees in private lots. Establish suitable tree creation
envelopes in all new subdivisions, development sites
(residential, industrial and commercial).
•
Consistent street tree themes. Implement prioritised
community based street tree plans.
•
Casey Green Belt. Maintain the Casey Foothills,
Casey Farm and Casey Coast free from further
suburban and rural residential development.
•
Trees in every direction. Encourage and deliver trees
as the dominant suburban landscape element.
•
Detached housing. Single, separate, detached
housing typifies the Casey Garden Suburb Model.
•
Streetscapes, not ‘garagescapes’. Clear policy and
process is needed to stop subdivision that allows a
street of garages to dominate the street.
•
Suburban settings. Comfortable, green setbacks from
boundaries to strengthen the detached typology for all
development (outside of main street ‘urban’ settings).
•
Redevelopment to contribute to amenity.
Redevelopment in an established residential area must
make a genuine contribution to the amenity of the
location by providing space for large tree planting.
•
Gardens in important places. Establish manicured
town parks and streetscapes in all activity centres and
key community places across the City.
•
Neighbourhood design. Suburban design based on
pedestrian permeability towards local: linear parks,
shops, services, community places and landmarks.
•
Diverse housing options. Provide for the full range of
housing and lifestyle opportunities in the City.
•
Suburban townships. The preferred future character
and image of Casey’s original settlements is based on a
suburban township model.
•
Green Wedges. The Casey Green Wedges will be
defined and provided with policy protection for land in
private ownership. Viewing opportunities throughout
the wedges will be maximised to strengthen the sense
of breaks between Casey’s suburban communities.
Complimentary design and landscaping. Ensure
•
development in proximity to the Green Wedges
respects the image of the breaks and contributes to
their success through sensitive design.
•
Parkland to strengthen breaks. Where appropriate,
land in the suburban breaks will be acquired for
parkland over the long term. This will provide
opportunity for substantial linear parkland in the City
consistent with the Open Space Strategy.
•
Simple and attractive landscaping and building
forms. Trees, grass and mounding to the front setback
areas. Building forms with quality materials and finishes
to the street.
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Towns and Villages
Hidden Harkaway village
Green Narre Warren North
Clyde village
Rustic Devon Meadows
Tooradin village
Warneet, Cannons Creek and Blind Bight,
natural coastal villages
Pearcedale, vibrant township

Vision

Towns and Villages Image
Directions

Casey has special towns and villages with a truly
unique lifestyle and character that is cherished by their
residents. Strong protection and strengthening of their
character is part of the vision.

Policy and Strategy
48. Community Plans. Prepare wholistic community plans
for the Casey Foothills, Casey Farm and Casey Coast
to detail image visions, outcomes, projects and actions
for the towns and villages in these areas.

Outcomes
Harkaway village. Protect and strengthen the hidden,
bushland qualities of Harkaway.

Narre Warren North. Quality, diverse living
experiences from rural residential and lifestyle living to
township lots. An Oak tree and township garden landscape
theme.

49. Develop statements of existing and preferred future
character of Casey’s towns and villages.
Statements of existing character to be developed as
an immediate priority for the following areas under
pressure due to connection to sewer:

Clyde village. Retain Clyde’s country village character

•

Blind Bight, Cannons Creek and Warneet coastal
villages. It is noted that ecological requirements
rule out additional dwellings/allotments in these
special areas.

opportunities and activities in Devon Meadows and the
contribution this eclectic mix has to the unique character of
the place.

•

Narre Warren North township.

•

Pearcedale township.

Tooradin village. Retain the natural ‘village’ quality that

•

Tooradin village.

and setting which is unique proximate to suburban
Melbourne.

Devon Meadows. Keep the mix of lifestyle

is passionately held within the hearts and minds of the local
community.

Preferred future character statements to be
developed as part of the Casey Neighbourhood
Character Policy linked to a Casey Housing Strategy
that addresses Melbourne 2030 and the Casey C21
Strategy directions.

Warneet, Cannons Creek and Blind Bight,
coastal villages. Special places where a unique green
rural coastal small village lifestyle can be enjoyed. Protect
the identity, character and sense of place of the coastal
villages.

Pearcedale. Allow further development of this vibrant

50. Review of neighbourhood character statements.
Use the community planning process to review
neighbourhood character statements and standards.

township within a strong character framework.

Legislation (statutory control)
51. Planning Scheme Controls. Link the policies and
strategies set out above to the Casey Planning Scheme
as the documents are developed. Ensure the Planning
Scheme provides clear direction and implementation
controls to provide certainty for developers/community.

Information and publicity (advocacy)
52. Towns and villages advocacy. Actively promote
Casey’s approach to protect and manage our towns and
villages as opportunities arise.

Public Works
53. Council project design. Ensure design for new
Council projects includes landscaping that achieves a
town/village image.
54. Key Road Landscape Works. Implement the Arterial
Roads Trees Strategy landscape works in towns and
villages.

Governance
55. Integrated Design. Develop processes and protocols
to ensure new road projects achieve towns and villages
design outcomes.
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Community Development
56. Community engagement. Use the community
planning process to work with community based people
and groups to implement grass roots projects directed
toward positive landscape outcomes.

Research
57. Leading practice research. Research leading practice
approaches to town and village landscape protection
design guidelines and town/village road landscape
design.
.
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Treed City
Lively boulevards
Large street trees
Trees in private lots
Consistent street tree themes
Rationalise inappropriate planting

Vision

61. Casey Boulevard Strategy. Revise the Casey Main
Roads Trees Strategy into a Casey Boulevards Strategy
that covers:

Large, tall, clean trunked trees, with a high crown to
allow surveillance, low ground covers underneath with
limited shrubs is the Casey landscape theme. The
leafy image of the City will reinforce the indigenous and
exotic cultural planting of the locality.
The leafy image will be created through planting in
streets and parks, as well as the landscape on private
property. The use of indigenous species is
encouraged for the hardiness and beauty as well as
their contribution to local ecologies. However, the
treed image embraces a broad range of species,
reflecting the cultural history of the area with a strong
exotic theme that is complimented by indigenous trees.

•

Main Road Planting. Retains the existing
approach for main road corridor planting developed
through the Casey Main Roads Trees Strategy.

•

Boulevard detailing. Provides detailed guidance
for related aspects like street furniture, details of
gateway projects and median treatments, power
undergrounding, fence treatments, bus shelters,
integration of plantings with service locations,
setbacks for lots fronting service roads, service
roads and shared use path design.

•

Retention of existing vegetation which contributes
habitat, ecological, visual or heritage value is required,
and strengthening through additional planting.

Outcomes

•

Street tree planting. Includes detailed policy
direction for the planting of all other streets in the
City together with related considerations. The
planting is to ensure all new streets allow for large
canopy trees, and maximise large threes
throughout the established suburbs.
New road crossections. Reviews standard road
crossections to ensure compliance with Casey’s
image visions for large canopy trees.

Lively boulevards. Turn key roads into boulevards
using large trees, remove powerlines, provide shared paths,
lighting, bus shelters and street furniture and active
frontages to assist image, use and safety. Advertising and
clutter free boulevards.

62. Casey Landscape Policy. Develop a Casey
Landscape Policy that delivers the landscape vision set
out in this Strategy.

Large street trees. New suburbs with streets designed

63. Treed City Model:

to allow planting of large street trees that form a touching
canopy on all streets. Retrofit established areas with large
street trees wherever possible.

New Garden Suburban Areas:
•

Landscape visions. All new Development Plans
are to include detailed landscape outcomes and
visions to guide subdivision applications and
subsequent landscape approvals to maximise large
tree cover.

•

Rationalise inappropriate planting. Remove trees
and shrubs that are adhoc or contribute to a perception of an
unsafe place.

Indigenous tree use. Develop profiles of locally
indigenous tree species for use, together with
partnerships with growers to ensure sufficient
stock.

•

Exotic tree use. Develop profiles of culturally
relevant exotic tree species for use.

Treed City Image Directions

•

Tree creation requirements. Develop model
controls (refer Casey Landscape Policy) that
ensure large trees are established through the
suburban development process and apply the
model to new suburban areas. Use development
incentives to encourage model use, especially in
integrated development areas. Additional trees can
be either in private lots protected with tree
envelopes on title or in additional street
reservations or additional provision of open space
(beyond the standard contribution requirement).
Details of space requirements and species for use
in envelopes will be developed as a priority as part
of the Casey Landscape Policy).

Trees in private lots. Establish suitable tree creation
envelopes in all new subdivisions, development sites
(residential, industrial and commercial).
Consistent street tree themes. Implement
prioritised community based street tree plans.

Policy and Strategy
58. Parkland Masterplans. Prepare parkland master plans
for all of Casey’s open space to detail image visions
that maximise ‘landmark’ large tree planting in active
and passive parks.
59. Activity Centre Structure Plans and other urban
design guidelines. As created, these documents (and
masterplans prepared as part of their implementation),
are to identify opportunities to achieve greater levels of
large tree planting throughout.
60. Car Park Design Guidelines. Develop car parking
design guidelines that include one large tree for every 4
car spaces. Guidelines are to provide details of
minimum planting strips, pedestrian circulation route
widths and pedestrian crossing points.
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•

Large Tree Retention. Retain healthy large trees
through the suburban development process.
Design new parks and streets to sustain healthy
tree growth envelopes around the trees and also
maintain water requirements for the trees.
Incorporate large trees into the heart of the urban
design fabric of the new subdivision, especially
clumps of trees.

•

Street Design. Review the Casey Street
Standards to achieve appropriate widths for large
tree planting in all streets. Prepare details of
appropriate trees to be planted in these streets.

Established Garden Suburban Areas:
•

Treed amenity contribution. Develop a model
that ensures large trees are established through
the suburban redevelopment process and apply the
model to all established suburban areas.

•

Large Tree Retention. Retain healthy large trees
through the redevelopment process as a key driver
of design. Design new multi-units to sustain
healthy tree growth envelopes around the trees and
also maintain water requirements for the trees.
Incorporate large trees into the design fabric of the
new development, especially clumps of trees.
Treed sites will therefore have a reduced
redevelopment potential.

Legislation (statutory control)
64. Planning Scheme Controls. Link the policies and
strategies set out above to the Casey Planning Scheme
as the documents are developed. Ensure the Planning
Scheme provides clear direction and implementation
controls to provide certainty for developers/community.
65. Tree Protection Overlays. Introduce tree protection
controls in well vegetated parts of the City to ensure
tree clearing can not occur prior to redevelopment
proposals being submitted.

Information and publicity (advocacy)
66. Treed City advocacy. Actively promote Casey’s
approach to create a Treed City as opportunities arise.
67. Tree possibilities on small sites. Develop profiles of
trees that can be used in small gardens to distribute to
the community through a variety of means.

Public Works
68. Tree Planting Program. Undertake a extensive tree
planting program across the City based on the
proposed Casey Boulevards Strategy.

Casey Image
Strategy

Treed City continued
Governance
69. Integrated Design. Develop processes and protocols
to ensure new Council projects achieve tree planting on
the project site.

Community Development
70. Community engagement. Use the community
planning process to work with community based people
and groups to implement grass roots projects directed
toward tree planting outcomes.
71. Growing a Green Web Project. Continue, strengthen
and extend Casey’s successful Growing a Green Web
Project, within clear design guidelines that ensure visual
surveillance is retained to maximise community safety
in public spaces.

Research
72. Leading practice research. Research leading practice
approaches to suburban tree planting, including a tree
envelope, planting, establishment and maintenance
manual.

Financial
73. Development Contributions. Use Development
Contribution Plans in all parts of the city to fund image
projects.

Landscape image settings
There are four landscape image settings in the City,
each with their own distinct character resulting from
topography, land use and landscape character. These
settings are divided into Casey’s communities.
Within a landscape and community setting framework,
the image character is broken down into 100 smaller
areas based on the character of these places. The
existing and future character of each area is being
researched in more detail and in the Casey Landscape
Policy, Neighbourhood Character Policy and Casey
Boulevards Strategy to form the basis of future themed
areas. The settings, community areas and smaller
precincts include:

1. Garden Suburban Casey:
1.1.
1.2.
1.3.
1.4.

Endeavour Hills Foothills Suburban
Doveton Village Suburban
Eumemmerring Village Suburban
Berwick:
1.4.1. Berwick Township
1.4.2. Berwick Suburban (northern area)
1.4.3. Berwick Suburban (southern area)
1.4.4. Casey Technology Park
1.4.5. C21 Business Park
1.5. Cranbourne:
1.5.1. Cranbourne Township

4.2. Western Port Coast

1.5.2. Cranbourne East Suburban
1.5.3. Cranbourne Suburban
1.5.4. Cranbourne North Suburban
1.5.5. Cranbourne West Suburban
1.5.6. Cranbourne West Industrial Suburban
1.5.7. Casey Central Suburban
1.5.8. Casey Central Town Centre
1.6. Hallam:
1.6.1. Hallam Township
1.6.2. Hallam Gardens Suburban
1.6.3. Hallam Industrial Suburban
1.7. Hampton Park:
1.7.1. Hampton Park Township
1.7.2. Hampton Park Suburban
1.7.3. Hampton Park River Gum
1.8. Narre Warren:
1.8.1. Narre Warren Fountain Gate CBD
1.8.2. Narre Warren Suburban
1.9. Narre Warren South:
1.9.1. Narre Warren South Acre Belt
1.9.2. Narre Warren South River Gum
1.9.3. Narre Warren South Casey Valley
1.9.4. Narre Warren South
1.10. Lyndhurst/Lynbrook Suburban
1.10.1. Lynbrook Suburban
1.10.2. Lyndhurst Suburban
1.11. Botanic Ridge Ecological Suburb
1.12. Casey Valley Parkland and Green Wedges

2. Casey Foothills:
2.1. Lysterfield South Bushland
2.2. Narre Warren North:
2.2.1. Narre Warren North Township
2.2.2. Open Rolling Country Lifestyle Living
2.2.3. Narre Warren North Acre Belt
2.3. Harkaway:
2.3.1. Harkaway
2.3.2. Village
2.3.3. Harkaway Halleur Valley Living
2.3.4. Cardinia Valley Woodland Living
2.3.5. Cardinia Valley Parkland Living
2.4. Berwick Foothills Living Belt

3. Casey Farm:
3.1. Clyde:
3.1.1. Clyde Village
3.1.2. Clyde Market Gardens
3.2. Clyde North Open Farmland
3.3. Devon Meadows Mixed Activity
3.4. Cranbourne
South
Mixed
Activity
Woodlands
3.5. Pearcedale:
3.5.1. Pearcedale Township
3.5.2. Pearcedale Mixed Activity Woodlands

4. Casey Coast:
4.1. Coastal Villages:
4.1.1. Cannons Creek Village
4.1.2. Blind Bight Village
4.1.3. Warneet Village
4.1.4. Tooradin Village
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Legislation (statutory control)

Suburban Breaks
Punctuating the very centre of the Casey suburban
area are the Casey Green Wedges. These spaces
will be provided with long term planning protection
or turned over into public land, extensively
landscaped and form a key part of Casey’s garden
image. The Casey Green Wedges form suburban
breaks.

77. Planning Scheme Controls. Link the policies and
strategies set out above to the Casey Planning Scheme
as the documents are developed. Ensure the Planning
Scheme provides clear direction and implementation
controls to provide certainty for developers/community.
78. Casey Valley Parkland Urban Growth Boundary.
Investigate modification of the Urban Growth Boundary
to exclude the Casey Valley Parklands from potential
further suburban development.

Outcomes

Information and publicity (advocacy)

Green Wedges. The Casey Green Wedges will be

79. Suburban break advocacy. Actively Promote Casey’s
approach to protect and manage our suburban breaks
as opportunities arise.

defined and provided with policy protection for land in private
ownership. Viewing opportunities throughout the wedges
will be maximised to strengthen the sense of breaks
between Casey’s suburban communities.
Complimentary design and landscaping.
Ensure development in proximity to the Green Wedges
respects the image of the breaks and contributes to their
success through sensitive design.
Parkland to strengthen breaks. Where
appropriate, land in the suburban breaks will be acquired for
parkland over the long term. This will provide opportunity for
substantial linear parkland in the City consistent with the
Open Space Strategy.

Public Works
80. Suburban Breaks Landscape Works. Implement the
Arterial Roads Trees Strategy landscape concept to
allow for views from roadways into suburban breaks.

Governance
81. Integrated Design. Develop processes and protocols
to ensure new projects support suburban break image
outcomes.

Community Development

Suburban Breaks Image Directions
Policy and Strategy
74. Casey Valley Parklands Masterplan. Prepare a
Masterplan to guide the development of the Casey
Valley Parkland, including:
•

Develop a Memorandum of Understanding with
public land managers as proposed in the Casey
C21 Strategy.

•

Prepare design and development guidelines over
private land.

•

Investigate and pursue development of large
waterbodies, including a rowing course, in the
parkland. Maximise views from roads to the park
and especially waterbodies. Prepare waterbody
management plans prior to lake construction.

•

Develop a strategy to work towards extending
public ownership.

•

Progressive development of the entire area as a
passive parkland with full public access and active
and passive recreation nodes.

•

Develop a Landscape Masterplan to achieve the
above.

75. Suburban Breaks Design Guidelines. Prepare
design guidelines for permitted development within
Casey’s suburban breaks.

82. Community engagement. Use the community
planning process to work with community based people
and groups to implement grass roots projects directed
toward reinforcing suburban breaks.

Casey Green Wedges
1. Casey Green Belt
2. Casey Valley Parkland
3. Endeavour Hills Powerline Park
4. Dandenong Creek
5. Eumemmerring Creek
6. Troups Creek
7. Cardinia Creek Parklands
8. Cranbourne Parklands
9. Royal Botanic Gardens Cranbourne
10. Hampton Park Powerlines
11. Hampton Park Hill Parkland
12. Narre Warren South Acre Belt
13. Cranbourne Golf Course
14. Cranbourne Powerline Parkland
15. Amstel Golf Courses
16. Widened Boulevards

76. Parkland Masterplans. Prepare Masterplans for the
parkland within Casey’s suburban breaks.
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Open, Multi-use Parkland
Vision
Parkland where an open green treed character dominates
even active reserves. Active parks to provide opportunity
for multiuse, flexibility and evolution.

private landscape works on Council land, including
parks and streets.
88. Waterways management plan. Develop waterway
and waterbody design guidleines and management
plans to allow these new and popular image elements
to be embraced by Council and the community in a low
cost and safe manner.

Information and publicity (advocacy)

Outcomes
Multi-use design of active parkland. Design of
active spaces to maximise opportunity for flexible multi-use
activities throughout the year.
Waterway parklands. Embrace opportunities for
extensive new waterway parklands across the City –
consitent with the Casey Green-Blue parkland concept. This
will create a new image element in the City and return some
of the natural qualities to the area.
Shared infrastructure. Masterplanning to maximise
sharing of buildings and associated infrastructure such as
car parking.
Variety of passive opportunities. Design to create
a consistent treed theme with variety of experiences and
spaces for people and events.
Hierarchy of playspaces and playgrounds.
Integrated, natural design playspaces and playgrounds
linked to shade, pathways and other activity areas.

Open, Multi-use Parkland Image
Directions
Policy and Strategy
Community Plans and Activity Centre Structure Plans.
New structure plans are to provide image visions, outcomes,
projects and actions for all parkland.
83. Parkland Masterplans. Prepare masterplans for all of
Casey’s Parkland to direct design, construction,
maintenance and management aspects in a way that
best meets community needs and image outcomes.
84. Detailed parkland working drawings. Prepare
detailed concepts and working drawings for identified
priority parkland projects for linking with the Forward
Capital Works Program.

89. Community and user group involvement. Use
community participation and ownership techniques
during masterplan preparation and implementation
processes.

Public Works
90. Masterplan priorites. Use community participation
and ownership techniques during masterplan
preparation and implementation processes.

Financial
91. Development Contributions. Use development
contribution plans in all parts of the city to fund parkland
projects.

Asset and Property Management
92. Parkland acquisition and disposal. Prepare a
forward parkland acquisition and disposal plan as set
out in the Casey Open Space Strategy. Acquisition and
disposal to occur after a strategic assessment at the
community level with community participation
processes.

Community Development
93. Community engagement. Use the community
planning process to work with community based people
and groups to implement grass roots projects directed
toward positive image outcomes.

Research
94. Leading practice research. Ensure Councillors and
staff stay abreast of leading practice design approaches
through a program of design research and networks.

85. Development Plan parkland visions. Ensure
new/revised Development Plans include detailed
parkland visions, including costs and development
contributions to provide funding.
86. Playground visions and designs. Prepare a detailed
forward works plan for new, upgraded and refurbished
playgrounds to include non-structured play
opportunities, themes, disabled access, shade, seating,
paths and other integrated elements to improve the
experience for all users and carers. Prepare detailed
design for major upgrade projects to link to the Forward
Capital Works Program.
87. Landscape Technical Manual. Adopt detailed
technical notes to guide and streamline the approval of
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People Focused Shopping
Streets

Vision

Leading practice design
Grid of vibrant, all weather streets
Walkable centres
Dense, tight utban forms
Integrated signs
Quality streetscapes
Age based design
Complex centres
Concealed parking and servicing

Outcomes

99. Urban and landscape design guidelines. Develop
place based design guidelines and technical manuals to
provide clear direction for development and
redevelopment of key places. Integrate these with
relevant structure plans or community plans as
appropriate. The guidelines are to demonstrate in a
practical way how the outcomes for this theme can be
achieved.

Design of 8 Big Centres for Urban Life and other
shopping streets to achieve integrated activity and
buildings focused on public streets and spaces with
a human scale and a sense of place and identity.

Leading practice design. Development is to
demonstrate leading practice design, e.g. community
responsive architecture, busy pedestrian streets, safety,
civic pride, quality materials, articulation, finishes and
landscaping, art and mixed use activity.
Grid of vibrant, all weather streets. Focus activity
to vibrant weather protected streets and places for
community life that are lit and safe: day/night.
Walkable centres. Pedestrian safety, permeability and
legibility and scale are the basis for all designs.
Dense, tight ‘urban forms’. Human scale built form,
façade articulation, ‘urban’ edges, prominent entries and
street address with signature buildings.
Integrated signs. Provide height and scale incentives
to encourage integrated signs that are art in themselves.
Heavily restrict third-party advertising.
Quality streetscapes. Continuous improvements to
the streetscape amenity of private and public land.
Age based design. Design for age based spaces, e.g.
youth space, as well as all age/ability standards.
Complex centres. Add layers of complexity to centres
by increasing ranges of community/business goods,
services and facilities.
Concealed parking and servicing. At-grade
parking to be heavily landscaped and screen servicing.

People Focused Shopping Streets
Image Directions

100. Streetscape Schemes. Prepare and adopt detailed
streetscape concepts for all key shopping streets, both
in public and private ownership. Work with owners and
traders to implement proposals in a staged manner.
101. Advertising Sign Policy. Adopt a revised and detailed
advertising signs policy that implements the vision for
integrated signs, developer incentives and clutter free
main/key roads. Develop incentives for flags that
display public Casey Images as well as private
corporate images along Casey Boulevard and other key
Boulevards as a public-private partnership.

Legislation (statutory control)
102. Planning Scheme Controls. Link the policies and
strategies set out above to the Casey Planning Scheme
as the documents are developed. Ensure the Planning
Scheme provides clear direction and implementation
controls to provide certainty for developers/community.

Information and publicity (advocacy)
103. Developer forums. Present and discuss the benefits
of leading practice design research to the Casey
Development Forums.

Public Works
104. Annual Project Update. Annually update Council’s
Capital Works Program to link to the Action Plans in
activity centre structure plans.

Financial

Policy and Strategy

105. Special Rate Schemes. Prepare special rate schemes
to fund image improvements for the following centres:

95. Community Plans. New community plans are to
provide community based image visions, outcomes,
projects and actions for convenience centres,
neighbourhood centres and other centres without a
structure plan in place.
96. Activity Centre Structure Plans. New structure plans
are to provide detailed image visions, outcomes,
projects and actions.
97. Urban Design Policy. Develop a Casey Urban Design
Policy that builds on State Government policy to
implement the directions of this Strategy to guide
private works on private land to achieve people focused
shopping streets. A focus on the Casey Shopping
Streets Model will be a priority.
98. Landscape Policy. Develop a Casey Landscape
Policy to guide landscaping of public and private land.

•

Regional centres (i.e. Fountain Gate/Narre Warren
and Cranbourne Town Centre).

•

Sub-regional centres.

•

Neighbourhood centres.

The Casey Urban Design Policy will build on and strengthen
these existing State Wide policies within the context of the
Casey Image Strategy themes and outcomes and through
activity centre structure plans.
Context. Development must take into account the natural,
cultural and strategic context of its location. A
comprehensive site analysis should be the starting point of
the design process and form the basis for consideration of
height, scale and massing of new development.
The public realm. The public realm, which includes main
pedestrian spaces, streets, squares, parks and walkways,
should be protected and enhanced.
Landmarks, views and vistas. Landmarks, views and
vistas should be protected and enhanced or, where
appropriate, created by new additions to the built
environment.
Pedestrian spaces. Design of the relationship between
buildings and footpaths and other pedestrian spaces,
including the arrangement of adjoining activities, entrances,
windows, and architectural decoration, should enhance the
visual and social experience of the observer.
Heritage. New development should respect, but not simply
copy, historic precedents and create a worthy legacy for
future generations.
Consolidation of sites and empty sites. New
development should contribute to the “complexity” and
diversity of the built environment. Site consolidation should
not result in street frontages which are out of keeping with
the “complexity” and “rhythm” of existing streetscapes. The
development process should be managed so that sites are
not in an unattractive, neglected state for excessive periods
and the impacts from vacant sites are minimised.
Light and shade. Enjoyment of the public realm should be
enhanced by a desirable balance of sunlight and shade.
This balance should not be compromised by undesirable
overshadowing or exposure to the sun.
Energy and resource efficiency. All building, subdivision
and engineering works should promote more efficient use of
resources and energy efficiency.
Architectural quality. New development should aspire to
the high standards in architecture and urban design. Any
rooftop plant, lift over-runs, service entries, communication
devices, and other technical attachment should be treated
as part of the overall design.

106. Development Contributions. Use development
contribution plans in all parts of the city to fund image
projects.

Casey Design Process and pre-application discussion will
assist to implement the Casey Urban Design Policy.
Developers will need to demonstrate the design process
they have been through to address State and Local Urban
and Landscape Design Policy.

Asset and Property Management

.

107. Property Conditions. Prepare urban and landscape
design parameters for key Council land as conditions
for land disposal and leasing.

Research
108. Leading practice research. Ensure Councillors and
staff stay abreast of leading practice design approaches
through a program of design research and networks.
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Functional Industry Parks

Functional Industrial Parks Image
Directions

Vision

Policy and Strategy

Clean, green, simple, functional high amenity industry
parks.

Outcomes
Functional roads and paths. Suitable street design
to allow for large truck turning and pedestrian pathways for
people to move around on foot.

Simple and attractive landscaping and
building forms. Trees, grass and mounding to the front
setback areas. Building forms with quality materials and
finishes to the street.
Progressive streetscape improvements. Work
with landowners to progressively improve the amenity of
industry parks.

Financial
115. Special Rate Schemes. Prepare special rate schemes
to fund image improvements for the industrial areas
based on streetscape concept plans prepared in
partnership with owners and tenants.

109. Industrial Development Plans. Prepare Detailed
Development Plans for all of Casey’s industrial areas.
Include image visions, outcomes, projects and actions.
110. Industrial Design Policy and Manual. Develop Casey
Urban and Landscape Design Policy to implement the
directions of this Strategy to guide private works on
private and public land in industrial areas.
111. Industrial Road Crossections. Review standard road
widths for industrial areas to provide for powerline
undergrounding, large trees in street median breaks
(periodic breaks that still allow for truck movements),
truck maneuvering, and periodic central medians that
can allow for large tree planting.
112. Industrial Advertising Sign Policy. Adopt a revised
advertising signs policy that implements the vision for
integrated signs, developer incentives and clutter free
main/key roads. Include detailed requirements for
industrial areas.

116. Development Contributions. Use development
contribution plans in industrial areas to fund image
projects.

Community Development
117. Community engagement. Use the community
planning process to work with community based people
and groups to implement grass roots projects directed
toward positive image outcomes in industrial areas.

Research
118. Leading practice research. Ensure Councillors and
staff stay abreast of leading practice design approaches
through a program of design research and networks.

Legislation (statutory control)
113. Planning Scheme Controls. Link the policies and
strategies set out above to the Casey Planning Scheme
as the documents are developed. Ensure the Planning
Scheme provides clear direction and implementation
controls to provide certainty for developers/community.

Information and publicity (advocacy)
114. Developer forums. Present and discuss the benefits
of leading practice design research to the Casey
Development Forums.
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Quality Public Space
Quality spaces
Safe, accessible places
Busy meeting places
Public art to be proud of
Cascading maintenance standards
Place ownership

Vision

Legislation (statutory control)

Significantly improve the urban and landscape design
of Casey’s public spaces to develop a strong sense of
place and civic pride.

125. Planning Scheme Controls. Link the policies and
strategies set out above to the Casey Planning Scheme
as the documents are developed. Ensure the Planning
Scheme provides clear direction and implementation
controls to provide certainty for developers/community.

Outcomes
Quality spaces. Significantly boost the image of key
public spaces both for Casey as a whole and for each of its
communities. Priority to activity centres, boulevards, entries,
key junctions, parkland and community places.
Safe, accessible places. Public space that is safe,
accessible and attractive to the user.

Information and publicity (advocacy)
126. Developer forums. Present and discuss the benefits
of leading practice design research to the Casey
Development Forums.

Public Works

Busy meeting places. Develop busy meeting places
and a focus for community life that reflect the character of
local communities.

127. Streetscape Schemes. Prepare and adopt detailed
streetscape concepts for all industrial areas,
commercial areas and shopping streets, both in public
and private ownership. Works with owners and traders
to implement proposals in a staged manner.

Public art to be proud of. Public art in high activity
locations in activity centres, learning places, community
places and other busy locations.

128. Casey Graffiti Strategy. Continue to implement the
Casey Graffiti Strategy.

Cascading maintenance standards. Differential
maintenance regimes for Casey’s public space and main
roads that reflect use and profile.

Financial

Place ownership. Design that facilitates truly socially

129. Special Rate Schemes. Prepare special rate schemes
to fund image improvements for the following centres:

inclusive use, partnership and outcomes.

Quality Public Space Image
Directions
Policy and Strategy

•

Regional centres (i.e. Narre Warren-Fountain Gate
and Cranbourne Town Centre).

•

Sub-regional centres.

•

Neighbourhood centres.

130. Development Contributions. Use development
contribution plans in all parts of the city to fund image
projects.

119. Community Plans. New community plans are to
identify key community places and provide visions,
outcomes, projects and actions for these places.

Community Development

120. Activity Centre Structure Plans. New structure plans
are to identify key community places and provide
visions, outcomes, projects and actions to upgrade
these places.

131. Community engagement. Use the community
planning process to work with community based people
and groups to implement grass roots projects directed
toward positive image outcomes.

121. Public Space Design Guidelines. Develop Casey
Public Space Design Policy as part of the Landscape
and Urban Design Policy work. Develop site specific
public space concept plans for linking to the Forward
Capital Works Program and to guide public and private
works on private land.

Research
132. Leading practice research. Ensure Councillors and
staff stay abreast of leading practice design approaches
through a program of design research and networks.

122. Public Space Technical Manual. Adopt detailed
technical notes to guide and streamline the approval of
private and public landscape works on Council land,
including parks and streets.
123. Casey Street Furniture Standards. As part of the
Casey Design Technical Manual, develop a standard
approach to all street furniture in the City as a
Landmark Image Project. This will greatly assist to
create a sense of a wholistic City Image. The standards
will cover everything from light poles, flags, bins, seats
and other structures and the like. Allowance for
variation in key activity centres will be provided and
encouraged.
124. Casey Public Art Masterplan. Develop an
implementation program for public art across Casey.
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